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Two polylines with the same
endpoints → simplified to two
identical line segments:

A polygon with both endpoints
equal → simplified to a point:

Add dummy points → the
heuristic does not need to be
changed!

Polyline with no interior point
(from input or created during
simplification) → add a pair of
dummy points (in and outside):

Polyline with equal endpoints
→ add a pair of dummy points:

Points in triangle border →
consider they inside the triangle.

Processing time (ms) excluding I/O

Processing times (ms) for the best grid sizes

Bottleneck: I/O (tests performed in a
SSD!).

No topological change.

Compare heuristic with other methods.

Automatically choose grid size.

Improve “similarity” of the output with
input.

3D version of the problem.

Conclusions

Future work

Tests in a Lenovo T430s laptop with a 3.6
GHz i7 processor and Samsung EVO 840 SSD.

 Datasets 2-5 are from GISCUP
 Datasets 6/7: Brazil/USA counties
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Geometry generalization: reduce
details in a geometry.

Generalization applied to map
features → challenge.

Simplify polylines: remove interior
points and keep topological relations
between polylines and control
points.

Example: simplify counties
boundaries but avoid auto-
intersection and a city (represented
by a point) does not lie in a wrong
county.

Solutions

Example of simplified map

Polylines are simplified
individually.

Heuristic: pass (more than once)
through the polylines removing
points.

Satisfying topological constraints:
point pi is removed ↔ triangle (pi-1 ,
pi , pi+1) doesn’t contain any
control/polyline point.

How to accelerate point in triangle
detection? Uniform grid with control
points + polyline points.
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